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Executive Summary

Before the Cirrato team joined the LRS Enterprise Output Management division*, we were Cirrato 
Technologies, a pioneer when it comes to the single server printing concept. Cirrato reimagined 
printing back in 2002 when we invented this new way of printing which was patented in 2005. 
Cirrato One was the first product in the market particularly designed for server elimination and 
centralized print management. It is the world’s most efficient, simplified and scalable printing in-
frastructure. With minimal IT footprint and superior printing performance and uptime, it’s what 
forward-thinking IT departments at leading global companies are using to seamlessly monitor and 
manage thousands of printers across several continents. 

Cirrato One is more than just software, it’s a print architecture solution that allows IT managers to 
take control of printing and make it pay off as a strategic investment, often within a few months. 
One server manages all your printers and drivers. Large organizations benefit from complete con-
trol over printing with unmatched redundancy and scalability, whilst minimizing IT infrastructure 
cost, support cost and environmental impact.

Today, Cirrato One is being used by large global companies and big governmental entities. Cirrato 
Technologies has development agreements with all major printer manufacturers for the embedded 
technology. A wide network of partners, including IT service providers and printer manufacturers 
are reselling and supporting Cirrato One around the globe.

*Since September 2016, Cirrato is part is the Levi, Ray & Shoup, Inc Enterprise Output Management    
   division. 

About Cirrato.
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Cirrato value proposition and benefits.

Cirrato One is the industry-shaping Single Server Printing solution that of-
fers multi-site organizations complete print management with reduced IT 
footprint. One server can manage over 30,000 print queues with minimal 
bandwidth use.

How can an organization with multiple geographi-
cal locations manage their printers effectively,  
consolidate their server and printer environment, 
and reduce printing costs? Traditional systems make 
this difficult as they are focused on printing as it 
used to be. However, times have changed.

With traditional servers, each time someone prints, 
the entire file is sent to a print server, and then to the 
destination printer.

To avoid heavy network traffic, large organizations 
have to invest in multiple local print servers.  
It creates extra administration, and makes it difficult 
to manage and support a distributed fleet. And if a 
server becomes unavailable, printing comes to a full 
halt which will cause an overload of help desk calls 
and frustrated employees.

With Cirrato, you can offer your organization a 
single server solution, even in a global organization, 
and this server manages all the printers, including 
USB connected ones, using tiny messages. 

In this scenario, when someone prints, Cirrato man-
ages the printer drivers, printer queues and printing 
policies. When all is clear, the file is sent directly 
to the printer, with the correct rules and policies 
applied. After printing, Cirrato collects valuable 
statistics.

Therefore, the Cirrato server can give your organiza-
tion complete control over as much as 30,000 print-
ers worldwide with minimal network traffic. In thin  
client or remote desktop environments, print jobs 
are compressed and printer mapping is made easy. 

But best of all, Cirrato gives your organization 
incredible redundancy. If for any reason the server 
cannot be reached, everyone can just keep on print-
ing. Statistics are retroactively collected when the 
server is back online. Putting a complete stop to the 
scenario mentioned before where the helpdesk is 
swamped with calls from unhappy employees.

Besides being able to remove print servers, Cirrato 
also offers a full set of print management tools, in-
cluding print rules, secure printing, device monitor-
ing and reporting.

Cirrato One is already used by hundreds of enter-
prise and public sector organizations worldwide, 
We have removed thousands of print servers and 
our solution is fast becoming the new global print-
ing standard. Improve the flexibility, scalability and 
robustness of your organization’s infrastructure, and 
manage and support their entire printer fleet.

Cirrato features:

• Remove print servers 

• Direct IP printing

• Manage printer drivers 

• Real-time queue and printer monitoring

• Push messages for offline/unavailable printers

• Device alerts reduce helpdesk calls

• User self service portal

• Rules/workflow based printing

• Print quota management

• Excel based unlimited reports

• Secure printing with Follow Print

• Mobile printing

• Citrix printing 
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Cirrato One
Cirrato One is a single server software solution 
for centralized print management. Suitable for all 
types of organizations, including small and medium 
sized businesses, mid sized organizations and large 
enterprises. Features include: 
 
One single corporate server.

With Cirrato all printers are managed with just one 
central server. Removing print servers, even if the 
physical hardware is shared between several ap-
plications, opens up future centralization and/or 
consolidation options, reduces administration, and 
improves control, all directly impacting the bottom 
line.

Cirrato print driver management.

Cirrato compresses and stores all printer drivers in its 
central server. Using the Driver Upload Tool, you can 
easily upload a new driver into the server and define 
when and where it will be used, such as by operating 
system, printer models or language. You can even 
define default printer settings to reduce cost and 
paper waste.

Direct IP printing.

Cirrato sends print jobs directly from the computer 
to the printer and just once over a local area network. 
The data that travels over a wide area network are 
small messages - no more than 3-5kB for an entire 
print job including TCP/IP data and headers, regard-
less of what is printed. The Cirrato server retains full 
control over the printing and valuable statistics are 
collected and kept in one central location.

Queue and configuration management.

With Cirrato, you can set a default configuration per 
printer queue, and easily push it out to all users. By 
managing all your printer queues and configurations 
centrally, you can promote more environmentally and 
cost effective printing behavior, while allowing users 
to change configurations for individual jobs when 
they need to.

Device monitoring and management.

You can program automatic email alerts when a 
certain toner or paper level has been reached. This 
ensures that printers are always fully operational and 
simplifies trip planning to perform hands-on service. 
Also, when a device is unavailable, you can send a 
message to someone printing to that device, notify-
ing them of its unavailability and saving dozens of 
helpdesk calls.

Reporting.

Run reports on printing by machine, model or vendor 
to compare how various machines are used and 
perform. These reports provide hard, accurate data 
for consolidation or relocating printers. You can use 
this data to determine true printer utilization, includ-
ing where in the network there is excessive color and 
simplex printing. Use this information to balance and 
consolidate the printer fleet for system-wide cost 
reduction.

Follow Print
A Follow Print queue is simply a print queue without 
a printer connected to it. Jobs submitted to the 
Follow Print queue wait there until either they are 
timed out and deleted by the system or the owner 
authenticates at a print device and releases them, 
when Cirrato One moves the job from the Follow 
Print queue to the device’s own queue.

If the device is a single-function printer with a 
network card reader, all of the owner’s jobs will be 
released (“simple Follow Print”). If an Embedded 
Follow Print app is used on an MFP, the owner can 
choose from his waiting Follow Print jobs, and can 
elect to delete after printing or retain them for future 
reprint.

How does the Embedded app know which jobs to 
display? They are the jobs owned by the authen-
ticated user and which are held in Follow Print 
queues which have a driver in common with the 
release device queue. Job lists can further be limited 
according to region.

Available for supported Canon, HP, Oce, Konica 
Minolta, Kyocera Mita, Lexmark, Ricoh, Samsung, 
Sharp, Toshiba and Xerox devices. 

Add-on products:
There are a number of options and add-ons that can 
be used in the implementation. 

Cirrato PayEx service*

Mobile release of print jobs

Mobile printing

* In selected countries only

 

Cirrato products and features.
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Summary of benefits.

The following overview summarizes the benefits organizations  gain  
when implementing Cirrato.

1. The most complete print management solution on the market

2. Eliminate all costs related to dedicated print servers except one

3. Reduce costs by consolidating shared print servers

4. Unmatched scalability

5. Unmatched redundancy

6. High robustness / low support intensity

7. Enhanced print security

8. Optimize WAN traffic, print speed and related costs

9. Reduce workload of IT staff by reducing print management efforts by 90 % and more

10. Support print from one single point

11. Reduce print-related support calls and their costs by 40 – 60 %

12. Benefit from a single point to monitor your print environment

13. Reduce print output costs by up to 30 %

14. Work with native print drivers

15. Optional self-service tools

16. Unified print experience for end users

17. Independency from printer manufacturers

18. Free updates and upgrades

19. Available for Citrix and VDI environments 
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The most complete print management solution 

o  Invented as a centrally managed intelligent direct  
     IP printing concept.
o Offers Follow-Print (secure printing) on any printer.
o Embedded software for all major print platforms for  
    advanced Follow-Print.
o Integration with terminal server services / Citrix /  
    VDI / Mainframes.
o Integration with mobile printing and mobile document  
    release.

Eliminate all dedicated print servers except one 

o Improve your bottom line as removing servers reduces costs  
    for licenses, energy, maintenance and storage (estimated  
    $6,000 per year per server, Gartner 2014).
o Fits into your Green IT / CSR initiatives as you will consume  
    less energy and have less hardware waste in the future.

Consolidation of shared servers 

o Taking away resource-intensive printing enables you  
    to consolidate shared servers.
o Observing the IT industry one sees other server roles (eg. file  
    storage) moving towards a server-less concept. Taking away  
    printing from shared servers compliments current or future IT  
    initiatives in your organization to completely eliminate 
    currently shared servers.
o You improve your bottom line and underline the  
    environmental-awareness of your organization.

Unmatched scalability 

o Stress-tested for more than 30,000 printers and handling  
    more than 40 print jobs per second.

Unmatched redundancy 

o During server or network outages the end users keep on  
    printing without experiencing any difference.
o A redundancy mode exists even for Follow-Print (secure  
    printing).
o Several failover setups supported.

What Cirrato brings to your company.

1 

2 

3

4
5
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What Cirrato brings to your company.

High robustness / low support intensity

o The occurrence of a server outage due to a software issue has  
    proven a highly rare event.
o Measured by the software stability and the amount of Cirrato  
    support staff per user, Cirrato is a solution requiring very little  
    support.

Enhanced print security

o Eliminate the threat of sensible print data being intercepted  
    or it needing to be encrypted as the documents don’t leave  
    the Local Area Network.
o Follow-Print allows for print jobs to be released only after  
    successful user authentication at the device.

Optimized Wide Area Network traffic, print speed and 
related costs

o Eliminate up to 99.9 % of print-related WAN traffic.  
    Regardless of the print job size the Cirrato ticket  
    (communication between client and server) is 1 to 3 KB.
o In a standard print setup (print job originates in the same  
    LAN as the print destination is located) Cirrato never sends  
    the print job across the WAN and sends it over the LAN only  
    once – directly to the printer. Depending on average job size  
    and WAN link this can mean an immense improvement in  
    print speed.
o Cirrato single server printing comes with less  
    print-related WAN traffic versus more.

A central point for print administration 

o Central management and updating of network and  
    local printers, Follow-Print queues, print drivers, default  
     configurations, print policies, printing rules and alarm  
     programs.
o Eliminate multiple administrative efforts which frees up IT  
    staff by more than 90 % and reduces the costs associated to  
    print administration.
o Single point for administrative mistake spotting and fixing
o Single point for troubleshooting when experiencing  
    problems.

6

7

8

9
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What Cirrato brings to your company.

A single point for supporting printing

o IT helpdesk tasks related to printing are centralized.  
o A central point for print support simplifies the IT helpdesk  
    tasks which frees up support staff and reduces the costs  
    related to supporting printing. 
o No on site visits required to manage and configure printers.   

Reduced IT helpdesk workload and costs

o Pro-active helpdesk tools, monitoring, alarm programs, user  
    messaging and self-service tools reduce the amount and  
    costs of print-related support calls by 40 to 60 %.
o Tools enable the helpdesk to anticipate problems before they  
    manifest themselves with the end-users leading to improved  
    end-user satisfaction.

A single point to monitor your print environment

o All data relating to printer statuses reside at one point which  
    simplifies maintaining a printer fleet and reduces the costs  
    related to this.
o All data needed for reports on printing behavior reside at  
    one point. This makes it easy to create reports that spot  
    opportunities for improvements and cost reductions in the  
    print behavior of individuals. But also for consolidation of the  
    printer fleet itself.

Reduced print output costs

o Controlling printing defaults, SNMP alarms, rule-based  
    printing, Time-To-Live (delete) functionality, user messaging,  
    reporting,  accounting, and Follow-Print allow a reduction  
    of print output costs up to 30 %.
o Cirrato embedded software reduces output costs further,  
    locks down devices until successful authentication and  
    delivers reporting and accounting on other functionalities of  
    a multifunctional print device like copying and scanning.

Use of native print drivers

o The best printer drivers are those coming from the  
    manufacturers themselves.
o Cirrato can store and manage different versions, different  
    languages and different bit versions of the same driver at one  
    place without conflicts.
o No limitations on the finishing options – They native drivers  
    don’t just look and feel original, they actually are.

10
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What Cirrato brings to your company.

Optional self-service tools for end-users

o Without any administrative privileges end-users can install  
    printers themselves and manage their own print jobs, swipe  
    cards and PIN codes All self-service tools can be enabled or  
    disabled by the Cirrato administrator.
o Frees up IT helpdesk staff

Standardized user experience

o No matter where end-user travel to, they will utilize the same  
    server and the tools related to it, providing them with a  
    standardized user experience.

Independency from printer manufacturers

o Cirrato works with any Windows-certified printer driver. The  
    Cirrato solution makes you independent from printer  
    manufacturers and doesn’t lock you down on a certain brand.

Free updates and upgrades

o We make changes to the solution to improve it and we would  
    like all customers to enjoy these improvements. Free updates  
    and upgrades are available when under an active  
    support & maintenance contract. 

Available for Citrix and VDI environments

o Cirrato offers single server printing for Citrix and VDI  
    environments with either thick clients (software can be  
    installed on laptops) or less than 50 devices per terminal  
    server (Cirrato installed on terminal server). 

o Print rules, accountability, secure printing (simple or  
    embedded)  
o In addition, job compression reduces the size of files  
    transferring over the network in these environments. 
 

15
16
17
18
19
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Be aware of potential pitfalls.

Product not designed for single server printing

The products offered by most print  management  
solution providers were initially not designed as a  
single server concept. In recent years the trend 
towards single server printing led those providers to 
adjust their products to fit into this trend, but remain 
limited by the initial solution design. Check the back-
ground of these companies. The solution offered might 
not be what it looks like.  

Print-related WAN traffic / server load /  
performance /scalability

For very large organizations handling all printing over 
one server sounds like it must lead to a server overload 
and performance issues. When looking for a single 
server solution for a very large enterprise, you should 
look for scalability and ensure that the solution can 
actually handle the total print output. Questions to ask:

     - How scalable is the solution?

     - Do print jobs hit the server?

     - If yes, in which form does it hit the server  
        (compressed or uncompressed)?

     - Does other data hit the server?

     - Which resources (client, server side and  
         other) are needed to handle the print job  
         that way?

One server could be a single point of failure

When considering a  single server solution, one must 
also consider and understand failover strategies as well 
as consequences of these failover strategies:

     -  What happens if the single server handling  
         all printing fails?

     - What happens if the connection to the single  
        server fails?

Driver conflicts with native drivers

Does the proposed solution work with printer drivers 
provided by the printer manufacturers? If yes, how 
does it handle different versions, different languages, 
different bit versions and future generations of the 
same driver model? Make sure that the variety of  
drivers you use can all be handled. You are looking to 
offload IT, not add potential new problems. 

Vendor-independent universal drivers

If a solution comes with its own universal driver, what 
are the consequences of using this “one-fits-all” 
driver? These drivers might actually not fit all print-
ers, but x % of printers.  So if you consider a solution 
that comes with a universal print driver, make sure 
that this driver actually supports 100 % of the current 
printer fleet. Also enquire about how long it takes to 
support new printer models after their release. 

Equally important, are you willing to limit the device 
capability by using a driver that only supports com-
mon features? Universal print drivers might come 
with limitations in regard of the finishing options. 
Print equipment with advanced finishing options 
tends to be very expensive and limiting its features by 
such a driver contradicts the initial extra investment 
for these options and immediately destroys the previ-
ously created value.

Charges for upgrades and updates

Solutions are flexible and undergo improvements, 
making updates and upgrades necessary. When 
choosing your solutions, ask about these:

- Are updates available free of charge?

- Are upgrades available free of charge?

Why is this important? Many organizations require 
you to be on the last version as part of the mainte-
nance and support contract. But if you are charged 
for updates and / or updates, you can face high 
costs. 
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Be aware of potential pitfalls.

Too small to support large organizations

Check if the provider of the solution you consider can 
comply with your support needs. 

     - How does the support of the provider work?  
     - How support-intense is the solution, what is the  
        experience in that regard?  
     - Are any other large, global, leading and known  
       enterprises or organizations already existing  
       customers? Ask for the actual deployment.  
     - Does the solution provider have any strong  
        partnerships with big and known IT Service  
        providers, printer manufacturers or other that can  
        resell and support the solution?  
     - What are the success stories?

High costs for accessories

Software sometimes requires hardware accessories. 
Some solution providers require you to buy accessories 
from them. The cost for these can quickly add up. For 
example, when wanting to authenticate at the device, 
a card reader can be a required accessory (to swipe 
and release print jobs). 

When card readers are offered by the solution  
provider, prices can be six to ten times higher than 
the actual cost of the readers. When accessories are 
required, check if they must be purchased from the 
solution provider. If so, compare the total cost for the 
solution including hardware with other offerings as the 
offer on table may actually be much more expensive 
than other solutions when looking at the total cost 
including hardware. 

Always be sure to compare prices for the hardware as 
there are great differences out there and the offered 
price may not be reasonable. 

Provider does not have his own add-ons or 
strong partnerships for future printing needs 
like Follow-Print or mobile printing

In the short or long run your organization will de-
velop further needs when it comes to printing. A 
common need is secure printing and a current trend 
goes towards mobile printing.

What does the proposed solution have planned for 
the future? How flexible are they? Do they make cus-
tom changes to the product if needed? Look beyond 
the single server product. You are choosing a solution 
for the long term.

False compatibility claims

Some environments are not a good match for single 
server printing. Citrix and VDI are examples of such 
environments. The basic concept of single server 
printing is keeping documents local (stored on a 
laptop). For it to work it requires installation of a piece 
of software on a user workstation or on a terminal 
server. Within a Citrix or VDI environment it is (often) 
not possible to install anything on the user worksta-
tion. It is however possible to install software on a 
terminal server. That is the only way single server 
printing functions in a Citrix or VDI environment. 
But it comes with a restriction. When more than 50 
printers or printer queues are  connected per terminal 
server, a print spool server is required for printing to 
be reliable and functioning without affecting other 
business processes. 

It is not said that the solution can’t function at all, but 
single server printing is not possible here. Features 
such as print rules, accountability, secure printing 
(simple or embedded) remain available - if part of the 
solution. In addition, job compression will reduce 
the size of files transferring over the network in these 
environments.
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“Cirrato is a world of difference compared 
to before, when there was a hint of insecu-
rity each time a print server needed mainte-
nance. Today, all improvements benefit end 
users immediately.“ - NCC

“Cirrato solved our problems. There seems 
to be an infinite number of functions built 
into Cirrato. We haven’t even used the full 
potential of the product, and we’re still re-
ally happy with the effect it has had on our 
everyday work situation. When it comes to 
Stena, the financial savings related to Cirrato 
aren’t the most important. Instead, the vital 
saving has been in reducing frustration and 
irritation at the workplace; making sure that 
printing is no longer a problem and hasn’t 
been since installing Cirrato in 2009. That, 
to us, is invaluable” -  Stena

What customers say about Cirrato.

“We did testing on printing pages to 
various printers. Printing to a HP LaserJet 
4250, a document took 9 minutes to leave 
the printer queue and start the print job to 
the printer. Once it left the queue it took 2 
minutes to actually print. Sending a Carfax 
report also to the same model via the old 
print server, the file took 2 minutes and 24 
seconds to print. Printing the same two doc-
ument to the Cirrato printer the documents 
took 21 seconds to print.”  - L&N

“Cirrato’s improved follow-me function, 
where users swipe their cards to pick up 
printouts, has proved to be highly effective. 
10-13% of an organisation’s total printed pa-
per volume can be reduced with follow-me. 
In a large organisation, that’s a considerable 
amount of money saved. The environmental 
aspect is naturally important as well”- Land-
stinget i Uppsala
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How to use csales@lrs.com
• Cirrato trial licence requests
• Product demonstrations
• Advanced enquiries
• Professional services requests
• Product capability and configuration advice
• PoC guidance
• Licensing queries
• Performance in Citrix environments
• Mobile print capabilities and partners
• Card reader compatibility

Requesting a trial license
• Send an email to csales@lrs.com
• Include the following information:
    - Company
    - Website
    - Country
    - Your name
    - Your email address
    - Description of print environment

How not to use csales@lrs.com
• Post-sales support issues; These need to  

be logged via cirrato.support@lrs.com
• Ordering enquiries; For these contact
 cirrato.order@lrs.com

Accessing csales@lrs.com
• Send an email to csales@lrs.com
• Available on weekdays from 8:00-18:00 CET

Language support
The main language for responding to enquiries is 
English. Requests in Swedish, Norwegian, Dan-
ish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Italian and 
Arabic will be accepted and responded to in the 
same time matter but will be replied to in English. 
Other languages can potentially lead to longer 
response times.

Other resources
You can always contact csales@lrs.com for any 
sales enquiry. Alternatively, Cirrato offers the  
following portals to obtain information from:
• The Cirrato website
   http://www.cirrato.com/
• Cirrato Academy
   Information via training@lrs.com
• Our LinkedIn page
   https://www.linkedin.com/company/  
   cirrato-technologies
• The Cirrato blog
   http://blog.cirrato.com/
• The Cirrato FAQ
   http://www.cirrato.com/faq/

Cirrato Sales Support.

The Cirrato sales team is here to assist you. Whether you require a product  
demonstration, a trial license or POC. If you have licensing enquiries or anything else 
you come across where you think we can help. Contact our team of experts via  
csales@lrs.com. 
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